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Bead Christmas Trees Concrete

Instruction
T007K007

Material Used Article Number Quantity
Casting Mould - Christmas Tree, approx. 95 x 250 mm, approx. 35 mm high, 
material requirement: approx. 800 g creative concrete 528568 1

Casting Mould - Christmas Tree, approx. 125 x 330 mm, approx. 35 mm high, 
material requirement: approx. 1300 g Creative Concrete 528845 1

Casting Mould - Christmas Tree, 4 motives, approx. 80 - 160 mm, approx. 30 mm high, 
material requirement: approx. 580 g creative concrete 528878 1

Formalate - Latex Casting Compound, 300 ml 572109 1

Creative Concrete CreaStone 1000 g 570130 as required

Creative Concrete CreaStone 2500 g 570152 as required

Creative Concrete CreaStone 8 kg 572084 as required

Concrete Art Liner 88 ml 617531 1

Glass Cut Beads approx. ø 8 mm, 14 pieces, crystal 729001 1

Glass Cut Beads approx. ø 8 mm, 14 pieces, mountain blue 729034 1

Glass Cut Beads approx. ø 8 mm, 14 pieces, black 729023 1

Glass Cut Beads - Olive approx. 12 x 8 mm, 10 pieces, hematite 729090 1

Recommended Tools
STEINEL® Glue Gun Gluematic 3002 319101 1

Glue Sticks, approx. ø 11 x 200 mm, 25 pieces 301139 1

Tools Required
Working pad, scissors, pointed knife, bristle brush, kitchen roll, measuring cup (or scales), 
mixing bowl, whisk (or spatula), glue gun with glue sticks
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Have fun creating and enjoy! 
Your OPITEC Creative Team!

Option 1

Option 2

T007K007

There are two options for the beads to fix in the concrete. Please make your choice.

1. Generously apply Formestone to the interior surface of the casting mould (please proceed according to product instruction) and 

allow to dry. 

2. For later bead hollows draw dots as placeholders on the surface of the interior of the casting mould using concrete art liner (please 

proceed according to product instruction).

3. Allow the concrete art liner to dry.

3. Mix creative concrete according to product instruction.

5. Completely fill up the casting mould.

6. Allow to harden for 1 - 2 days. 

7. Remove the concrete Christmas tree from the casting mould.

8. With a pointed knife remove the art liner from the hollows in the concrete.

9. Allow residual moisture to escape from the concrete.

10. Glue the beads into the hollows of the concrete surface (hot glue).

1. Generously apply Formestone to the interior surface of the casting mould (please proceed according to product instruction) and 

allow to dry. 

2. Mix creative concrete according to product instruction.

3. Completely fill up the casting mould.

4. Allow the concrete to harden for about 30 minutes.

5. Place the beads at the desired position of the concrete surface (the beads will sink in a little).

6. Allow to harden for 1 - 2 days. 

7. Remove the concrete Christmas tree from the casting mould.

8. Allow residual moisture to escape from the concrete.


